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 The Ontario NDP is committed to applying an intersectional gender lens to all government 
programs, policy, and legislation, including those directed at ending gender-based violence 
and supporting GBV survivors. No one should live in fear of abuse because they can't afford to 
leave or they have nowhere to go. We will properly fund women’s shelters and transitional 
housing and will set aside a portion of the 100,000 units of affordable housing we are building 
for women and their families escaping violence. We will improve women’s economic security 
by increasing the minimum wage to $20 by 2026, providing 10 paid sick days, and ending the 
misclassification of gig and contract workers. We will increase compensation for care workers, 
the majority of whom are women, by repealing Bill 124, and increasing wages for PSWs and 
child care workers. We will also double ODSP rates by our second year in office, beginning 
with an immediate 20 percent increase to social assistance. Our plan for Universal, Publicly 
Funded Mental Health Care will offer no-cost counselling and therapy for all Ontarians, 
ensuring public access to psychotherapy for the approximately 500,000 Ontarians who do not 
have access to counselling and therapy services through an insurance plan. The NDP will 
implement the recommendations of the Domestic Violence Death Review Committee to 
prevent more Ontario women and children from dying at the hands of an intimate partner. 

The Ontario Liberals strongly advocate for the safety of women and have supported by 
funding programming and legal aid supports previously. 
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We will appoint a minister for anti-racism and establish a fully-funded, independent and 
empowered Anti-Racism Secretariat to take the lead on this critical work. We will also 
establish a permanent Ontario Anti-Racism Advisory and Advocacy Council that meets 
regularly with the minister responsible and ensures that racialized communities have a seat at 
the table and are involved in developing government policies that affect their lives. We will 
implement an anti-racism strategy in our schools and post-secondary institutions that 
addresses and fights anti-Indigenous racism, anti-Black racism, anti-Asian racism,  anti-
semitism, Islamophobia and all forms of systemic racism, so that all children and students feel 
welcome and safe. We also introduce mandatory anti-oppression and anti-bias training for all 
public employees and legislators. We will adequately fund and support community 
organizations that are currently engaged in anti-racism work. 
Anti-Asian racism has no place in our society. The Ontario Liberals will be working to create a 
Cabinet Minister role dedicated to fighting racism. Additionally, they will work with Police 



Services to ensure regular training for de-escalation, anti-racism, cultural sensitivity and 
mental health. Plus, work to create a new fund to hire more diverse and underrepresented 
police officers. 
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We will recognize anti-Black racism as a public health crisis. We will implement a province-
wide anti-racism strategy that specifically addresses anti-Black racism and works to dismantle 
organized hate groups and systemic discrimination. We will mandate race-based data 
collection across all ministries; create a real COVID-19 equity plan that ensures the hardest hit 
communities – including Asian and Black communities, and the essential workers who are 
often racialized – get the respect and direct financial support they deserve to recover from 
the pandemic. The Ontario NDP, working in partnership with the National Council of Canadian 
Muslims and Muslim leaders in London and across the province, tabled Our London Family 
Act, which sets out concrete actions to combat Islamophobia, organized hate, racism and 
white supremacy. We will continue to support and advance legislation that protects 
communities from xenophobic attacks, and pledge to dismantle white supremacist 
organizations currently operating in Ontario. 
Ontario Liberals are working towards more equity, especially against anti-Black racism. We 
know that streaming in the public school system, disproportionately affects Black students. 
Ontario Liberals will de-stream this practice. The ON Liberals will refresh Ontario’s 2017 Anti-
Black Racism Strategy and provide $5 million to Black historical sites and community centres 
and $10 million in grants to help support Black entrepreneurs and small businesses. 

 

 



 

The Ontario NDP has a plan to put mental health supports at the centre of community safety, 
end unlawful and unauthorized use of force by police and ensure police are accountable for 
their actions, and invest in strong community supports for Black, racialized, and Indigenous 
communities. We will restore community trust by ensuring that police oversight bodies are 
effective, responsive, and truly independent and transparent, including the SIU, so that the 
system is accountable to communities. We will fund and implement alternative first 
responders in cases of mental health and addictions crises, homelessness and school 
discipline calls. We will ensure alternative first responders are trained in antiracism, anti-
oppression, de-escalation tactics, and culturally responsive care. We will truly end the racist, 
discriminatory practice of carding, and destroy the data that has been collected through 
carding. 
I see the phrase as fixing our current system pertaining to police services. Ontario Liberals 
propose to do the following: 
*Create a new fund to hire and incent more diverse and underrepresented police officers, in 
addition to existing planned policing hires 
*Ensure regular police training for de-escalation, anti-racism, cultural sensitivity and mental 
health 
*Require police services to disclose annual statistics regarding the diversity of their officers, 
leadership and police service boards 
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We will immediately pass Our London Family Act, which sets out concrete steps to combat 
anti-Muslim hate. The bill was introduced by the Ontario NDP, in partnership with the 
National Council of Canadian Muslims and Muslim leaders in London and across the province, 
and sets out concrete actions to tackle Islamophobia, organized hate, racism and white 
supremacy. These include launching a provincial review of hate crimes in Ontario, tools for 
Ontario schools to combat all forms of racism, safe zones around religious institutions which 
are often targets of hate and intimidation, and preventing white supremacist groups from 
registering as societies. We will implement a province-wide anti-racism strategy that 
specifically addresses anti-Muslim hate and works to dismantle organized hate groups and 
systemic discrimination. 
Ontario Liberals would immediately pass Our London Family Act to create new tools and 
strategies to combat racism. Plus, 
*Reverse Conservative funding cuts to anti-racism programs 
*Enhanced Crown Attorney units dedicated to advising police and prosecuting hate crimes 
and extend the period for putting forward human rights complaints from one to five years 
*New laws to protect our churches, synagogues, mosques, temples, gurudwaras and other 
faith institutions from violence and intimidation 
*Create a Cabinet Minister dedicated to fighting racism 

 

 

 It is an urgent, community-driven piece of legislation that needs to be passed immediately. 

Bill 86, is very important for Muslims, such as myself, but also for all groups who face hate. 
We are thankful for the comprehensive and quick work done by NCCM and local advocacy 
group, Hikma on this Bill. The ON Liberals would ensure that Bill 86 immediately passed 
without delays. 

 

 



 

We recognize that the legacy of colonialism and systemic racism have real, daily impacts on 
Indigenous peoples, and that reconciliation demands action, not just symbolic gestures. We 
are committed to working with Indigenous communities to implement the calls to justice of 
the National Inquiry into Murdered and Missing Women and Girls (MMIWG) in a community-
led process, and to working with First Nations in a true government to-government 
relationship to implement the recommendations of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. 
We will uphold the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and apply 
it to provincial laws. We will ensure that school curriculum includes the full, rich story of 
Indigenous peoples, the lasting impacts of colonialism and residential schools, and the need 
for reconciliation. We will establish the National Day for Truth and Reconciliation as a 
provincial statutory holiday. We will establish a provincial strategy to address the suicide crisis 
among First Nations youth, and work with the federal government to ensure targeted funding 
to improve mental health, on and off reserve. We will create a for-Indigenous-by-Indigenous 
Housing strategy in partnership with Indigenous-led housing providers and the federal 
government, and work with First Nations, Métis, and Inuit communities to transform and 
establish community control of child welfare. We will support expanding primary health care 
services to meet the unique needs of Indigenous peoples, including training more community 
health workers from northern Treaty communities. We will restore the Indigenous Culture 
Fund to strengthen opportunities for Indigenous artists. We will support and work with First 
Nations to identify burial site locations of children at Indian residential schools, and 
commission a monument to recognize the victims of the Indian residential school system in 
accordance with TRC Call to Action 82. 
I am in agreement that much work needs to be done to have acknowledgement, equity, and 
action towards undoing the pain and harm indigenous women & girls have endured. Basic 
rights are the starting point in terms of having equitable access to all the essentials (housing, 
education, health care, etc.) with safety first! I will work towards the steps needed to support 
MMIWG2 in the best way possible. 
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We need a harm reduction and human rights strategy that protects the health and safety of 
sex workers, makes their lives safer, and removes barriers to sex workers accessing the health 
care and other community and social supports. 

Usage of the word 'survival' in the work demonstrates the realities. It's essential we offer a 
supportive framework of services so individuals are not in survival mode. I would want to 
ensure number 1, that individuals are safe, not being exploited or coerced into harmful 
situations. I would be willing to support with mental health, employment training, housing 
initiatives that could provide support to individuals. 

 

 

 

We will apply an intersectional gender equity lens to human trafficking, with a focus on 
ending the trafficking of minors and exploited persons while ensuring that sex workers are 
not driven into more dangerous working conditions. We will also address the root causes that 
make marginalized and vulnerable people vulnerable to trafficking, especially by reforming 
the child welfare system. 
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Through a new public agency, Housing Ontario, we will build 250,000 new affordable and 
non-market homes over 10 years. This includes building 100,000 new affordable homes, 
charging rents that will be geared to income, as well as building at least 150,000 new non-
market homes, charging below-market rents, with affordability enhanced further through 
inclusionary zoning policies, access to public land, and income supports. Housing Ontario 
would have a mandate not just to facilitate the development of housing but to establish 
livable mixed income communities – partnering with co-ops and non-profits to achieve these 
goals. We will also repair 260,000 existing social housing units, provide income supports to 
311,000 tenant households, and build 60,000 new supportive housing units. Through Housing 
Ontario, we will purchase and rehabilitate existing privately-owned rental buildings, 
converting them to non-market, permanently protecting these tenants from speculation and 
housing financialization. We will protect tenants by bringing back real rent control, ending 
vacancy decontrol, and fixing the problems with the Landlord-Tenant Board to crack down on 
exploitative landlords, so people aren’t forced out of affordable housing and onto waitlists for 
social housing. 

No answer 

 

 

 

We will invest in 60,000 units of supportive housing. We will double social assistance rates by 
our second year in office. We will create a provincial food strategy that addresses food 
insecurity. We will ensure that every Ontarian can access counselling and psychotherapy with 
their OHIP card. 

No answer 
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Ontario’s family law system has been in crisis for more than a decade. Community Legal 
Clinics are being impeded from doing their vital work — helping with ODSP applications and 
appeals, helping women get child support payments from absent parents. Specialty Legal 
Clinics, advocating for at-risk groups, need support. Duty counsel in criminal courthouses is 
critically understaffed, resulting in significant court delays and worse outcomes for all parties. 
Legal Aid certificates, for criminal and family cases, are available to very few people, and even 
then people struggle to find lawyers who will accept them. The NDP will reverse Doug Ford’s 
30 percent cut to Legal Aid and start fixing the inadequacies of Ontario’s legal aid system. We 
have consistently advocated for increased funding for the Family Court Support Worker 
program, and will increase funding for summary legal advice, unbundled legal services, and 
public interest litigation, and ensure more people qualify for legal assistance. We will increase 
resources for criminal diversion programs and dedicated diversion courts to ensure people 
with mental health and addiction issues, as well as young and underhoused people, are not 
caught in a self-perpetuating cycle of criminality. We will fix Ontario’s broken tribunal system 
by creating an independent Adjudicative Tribunal Justice Council to ensure tribunals are fully 
staffed with impartial expert adjudicators and vacancies are filled in a timely manner. 

No answer 
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The NDP is committed to investing in mental health and addictions supports so Ontarians 
everywhere in the province can get the care they need when they need it. We will 
immediately declare the opioid crisis a public health emergency. We will invest in addiction 
rehabilitation, detox centres, and harm reduction strategies equitably across the province. 
We will provide an 8 percent funding boost for frontline mental health and addictions 
agencies and ensure ongoing sustainable funding. We will remove the cap Doug Ford placed 
on supervised consumption sites, expedite approvals for supervised consumption sites in the 
north, and work to ensure safer alternatives to the current toxic and deadly supply of drugs 
available on the street. We will also work with the federal government to reduce the stigma 
of drug addiction and decriminalize personal drug use, so people can get the medical help 
they need. We will invest $10 million more into mobile crisis services and $7 million more for 
safe bed programs to support mobile crisis teams. We will work towards establishing 24-hour 
civilian community mobile teams across the province to operate in partnership with Mobile 
Crisis Response Teams and respond to low-risk crisis situations. 

No answer 
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We will improve accountability for campus sexual assault policies and use a whole-of-
government approach to end gender-based violence on campuses, in workplaces, and in the 
community through education, prevention, and training. We will require post-secondary 
institutions to update their policies on sexual violence reporting to reflect calls from survivors 
and advocates, support survivors, and protect them from further harm. We will fund 
culturally competent, trauma-informed services, investing to ensure that post-secondary 
institutions have properly funded, survivor-centred services and staff. In April 2022, the 
Ontario NDP introduced the Safe Night Out Act, which requires mandatory evidence-based, 
trauma-informed sexual violence and harassment prevention training for servers, security 
guards and supervisors in licensed premises, and improves health and safety protections 
respecting workplace harassment, workplace sexual harassment and workplace violence. 

No answer 
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To improve health equity, the NDP will collect race-based data in all areas of health care to 
identify and fix the systemic inequities in health care. We will immediately begin work to 
improve access to gender-affirming procedures and surgeries and work to ensure full 
coverage of transition drugs and medications. We will pass the Gender Affirming Health Care 
Advisory Committee Act, work with advocates and health care providers to reduce barriers to 
care for transition-related and gender-confirming surgeries, and ensure health care decisions 
are in line with standards of care established by the World Professional Association for 
Transgender Health (WPATH). We will remove the cost of medications required to treat and 
prevent HIV and make PrEP (pre-exposure prophylaxis) free. We will make long-term care 
2SLGBTQIA+ affirming so people can always live with Pride. 
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We will apply a gender-based analysis plus framework to ensure that all government 
programs, policies and legislation are inclusive of all Ontarians. trauma-informed, survivor-
centric We will provide an immediate eight per cent funding boost for frontline mental health 
and addictions agencies that overwhelmed with the increase in demand for services. 

No answer 
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We will increase funding by 30 percent to Ontario’s sexual assault and rape crisis centres and 
ensure women’s health facilities are adequately funded. 

No answer 
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We will ensure that women’s social service organizations, including VAW shelters and Sexual 
Assault Centres, have stable funding, so that they can focus on supporting their communities 
instead of having to continually apply for funding and rely on fundraising to deliver vital 
services. 

No answer 

 

 

 


